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ABSTRACT

Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a fundamental cell state change that transforms epithelial to mesenchymal cells during embryonic development, adult tissue repair and cancer metastasis. EMT includes a complex series of intermediate cell state changes including remodeling of the basement membrane, apical constriction, epithelial de-adhesion, directed motility, loss of apical-basal polarity, and acquisition of mesenchymal adhesion and polarity. Transcriptional regulatory state changes must ultimately coordinate the timing and execution of these cell biological processes. A well-characterized gene regulatory network (GRN) in the sea urchin embryo was used to identify the transcription factors that control five distinct cell changes during EMT. Single transcription factors were perturbed and the consequences followed with in vivo time-lapse imaging or immunostaining assays. The data show that five different sub-circuits of the GRN control five distinct cell biological activities, each part of the complex EMT process. Thirteen transcription factors (TFs) expressed specifically in pre-EMT cells were required for EMT. Three TFs highest in the GRN specified and activated EMT (axl1, ets1, tbr) and the 10 TFs downstream of those (tel, erg, hex, tgf1, snail, twist, foxn2/3, dri, foxb, foxo) were also required for EMT. No single TF functioned in all five sub-circuits, indicating that there is no EMT master regulator. Instead, the resulting sub-circuit topologies suggest EMT requires multiple simultaneous regulatory mechanisms: forward cascades, parallel inputs and positive-feedback lock downs. The interconnected and overlapping nature of the sub-circuits provides one explanation for the seamless orchestration by the embryo of cell state changes leading to successful EMT.
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INTRODUCTION

During development, epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) occurs during gastrulation to create mesoderm, and in many vertebrates, endoderm separates from the epiblast by EMT. EMTs are also used many times during organogenesis and at later stages of development (Shook and Keller, 2003). EMT continues to be important throughout adult life for tissue maintenance and wound healing but can also be detrimental in a cancerous environment that contributes to metastasis (Yang and Weinberg, 2008). Many studies have demonstrated that EMT is a complex series of cell state changes that include apical constriction of cells, basement membrane remodeling, adherens junctions break down, cell-cell adhesion loss, apical-basal polarity loss, motility acquisition and other changes (Levayer and Lecuit, 2008; Aелоque et al., 2009; Kalluri and Weinberg, 2009; Thiery et al., 2009). Understanding how this complex morphogenetic movement is controlled has proven challenging.

Expression profiling and overexpression studies have produced a wealth of data about the molecular drivers of EMT, most notably the TGFβ signaling pathway (Moustakas and Heldin, 2012) and the Snail, Twist and ZEB families of transcription factors (TFs) (Sánchez-Tilló et al., 2012). Snail and twist were first characterized in Drosophila melanogaster where they were shown to be necessary for mesoderm and ventral furrow formation (Anderson and Nusslein-Völhard, 1984; Simpson, 1983), and later discovered to be integral for EMTs (Oda et al., 1998). These transcription factors were then discovered in vertebrates (Sargent and Bennett, 1990; Hopwood et al., 1989) where expanded genomes included families of genes: SNAI1 (Snail, Snail1, Sna), SNAI2 (Snail2, Slug), SNAI3 (Snai3, Smuc), TWIST1 (Twist), TWIST2, ZEB1 (BZP) and ZEB2 (SIP-1). The case of SNAI3 is still slightly ambiguous (Kataoka et al., 2000; Bradley et al., 2013), but these TFs are all considered to be E-cadherin repressors and have been proposed to be the ‘master regulators’ that are capable of inducing the full EMT program (Zheng and Kang, 2013).

If the master regulatory control hypothesis were correct, snail or another master regulator would control all of the contributing components of EMT. Snail and twist have been shown to directly repress transcription of E-cadherin (Batlle et al., 2000; Cano et al., 2000; Vesuna et al., 2008) and snail upregulation destabilizes adherens junctions (Kim et al., 2013). Based on evidence that snail and twist increase cancer cell invasiveness, it has been proposed that they may also participate in basement membrane remodeling and motility, and this has fueled additional interest in their potential role as master regulators. However, this support of a master regulatory model is based on overexpression of snail and twist (Naber et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2006), and overexpression studies often have interpretation problems.

Ultimately, the control mechanism of EMT must be contained within a gene regulatory network (GRN), as all activities of the cell are initially regulated by transcriptional control of gene expression. Predictive EMT GRN models have been produced from data on temporal TF activity changes (Siletz et al., 2013), and these lend support to the hypothesis that the control of EMT is coordinated by a GRN. Here, we take this prediction an important step further and directly test GRN states for control of EMT.

To observe regulatory control of EMT directly, we used the sea urchin Lytechinus variegatus, a deuterostome and close vertebrate relative (Turbeville et al., 1994). Early specification in the sea urchin was the subject of intense study to build GRNs that define how each cell lineage is transcriptionally programmed (Davidson et al., 2002; Rafiq et al., 2012). Each node in that GRN is built on perturbation data, and many node connections have been authenticated by cis-regulatory analysis to confirm direct inputs. Intelligent manipulation of GRN states is possible where a GRN is first experimentally
validated and the logic of TF interactions is known. In this regard, the sea urchin GRN is advantageous over a predictive GRN based on database inferences. The topology of the sea urchin GRN encapsulates all known direct developmental TF interactions and therefore provides an excellent resource for analysis of EMT control.

The first cells in *L. variegatus* to undergo EMT are the primary mesenchyme cells (PMCs) that are descendants of micromeres, the smallest cells of an unequal fourth cleavage. At 8.5 hours post fertilization (hpf) the posterior end of the embryo thickens as PMC precursors elongate via apical constriction. This first morphological sign of the impending EMT is followed by the appearance of the first mesenchymal PMCs at 9 hpf. Over a period of 45 minutes, a total of 32 PMCs complete EMT, move into the blastocoel, divide once and migrate away from the ingestion site to form a ring where they will eventually synthesize the larval skeleton (Ettensohn, 1990).

Here, we have developed assays to follow the dynamics of EMT using a combination of live imaging and immunostaining. To understand the role of the GRN transcription factors in controlling EMT, we systematically perturbed each transcription factor that was expressed by the PMCs 1-2 hours prior to EMT plus three TFs upstream of those. We chose the proximal 13 TFs as regulatory control candidates. Each of the 13 TFs were knocked down, and each perturbation was observed to impact distinct components of EMT. Assays were designed to directly observe the intermediate cell state changes that contribute to EMT. When the perturbations were mapped onto the GRN, five distinct sub-circuits controlled basement membrane remodeling, motility, apical constriction, apical-basal polarity and de-adhesion. Although all TFs were independently required to complete EMT, no single TF was required in all five sub-circuits. Each of the three upstream TFs was required for distinct subcircuits rather than behaving as master regulators. Our results show for the first time the complex and interconnected regulatory program driving EMT in a developmental model organism.

**RESULTS**

**Identification of the gene regulatory network (GRN) that controls EMT**

We first delineated the GRN specifying the skeletogenic lineage in *L. variegatus*. This was very similar to that previously established for *S. purpuratus* (Oliveri et al., 2008) (Fig. 1). Perturbation analyses of all skeletogenic precursor genes were used to build the GRN model in the same way earlier GRNs in the sea urchin had been constructed (Davidson, et al., 2002; Davidson et al., 2006). The biggest difference between the current *S. purpuratus* GRN model and that shown in Fig. 1 is the observation that snail and twist are part of the *L. variegatus* GRN (Wu et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2008). As specification of the skeletogenic GRN occurs prior to EMT, the network depicted in Fig. 1 must include transcription factors that control the process of EMT. Therefore, in constructing the skeletogenic GRN, we took careful note of time of first expression of each transcription factor. We reasoned that transcription factors activated within 1 or 2 hours prior to the beginning of EMT were the candidates most likely to provide the proximal control of that process. Indeed, preliminary perturbations indicated that most, if not all, knockdowns of transcription factors in that group had an EMT phenotype. Specifically, 10 transcription factors shown in Fig. 1 fit these criteria and were subjected to further analysis (detailed below). We then extended the analysis to three transcription factors expressed upstream of the 10, each modeled to be necessary for expression of one or more of the 10 downstream transcription factors. Having defined those transcription factors most likely to be involved in regulating EMT in the PMCs, we then systematically knocked down each of the 13 transcription factors, one at a time, to ask how each affected EMT. For each transcription factor tested, two morpholinos were identified and in the preliminary tests each pair had identical phenotypic outcomes. We developed methods to separately analyze basement membrane remodeling, acquisition of motility, cell shape change, cell polarity and de-adhesion, each a component function of EMT. The data were quantified from 20+ independent assessments of each transcription factor knockdown compared with controls. Each assay and its outcome are described below.
Basement membrane remodeling

An early and important EMT event is passage through the basement membrane. To highlight its importance, the basement membrane may be more than just a physical barrier as laminin, a major basement membrane component, has been shown to suppress EMT (Chen et al., 2013). To determine whether and when the basement membrane is degraded in the urchin embryo, we monitored laminin staining in a control time-course from 6 hpf, 3 hours before EMT begins, to 10 hpf. Fixed control embryos were double immunostained with anti-laminin and anti-1D5, a PMC-specific marker (Fig. 2A,A'). The laminin antibody stained a uniform basement membrane meshwork beneath the epithelial cells of the blastula (Fig. 2B); the same pattern as previously shown in S. purpuratus (Benson et al., 1999). About 30 minutes prior to appearance of the first mesenchymal PMCs, a laminin-free hole appeared basal to the PMC precursors (Fig. 2C). At the onset of EMT the hole diameter exactly encircled the nascent PMCs (Fig. 2D). To determine which TFs were necessary for laminin hole production, each TF candidate (alx1, ets1, tbr, tel, erg, tgf, hex, twist, snail, foxn2/3, dri, foxb and foxo) was knocked down and embryos fixed with matched controls at 10 hpf after EMT completion; embryos were then immunostained with anti-laminin, anti-1D5 and Hoechst’s (Fig. 2G-S). In total, 132 embryos were analyzed by confocal microscopy, including 24 control embryos and an average of nine embryos per knockdown. Knockdowns for 10 TFs produced a laminin hole comparable with controls by 10 hpf as measured by comparing lateral and vegetal fluorescent intensity differences against that of controls (Fig. 2T). Three TF knockdowns showed no hole in laminin staining compared with controls: tbr, dri and hex (Fig. 2G-I,T). These three TFs do not regulate each other but regulate the appearance of the laminin hole in parallel and this was reflected in the sub-circuit for basement membrane remodeling (Fig. 7A).

In vivo time-lapse observation of EMT

The 32 skeletogenic cells of the transparent sea urchin embryo undergo EMT over 45 minutes beginning at about 8.5 hpf. The precise timing of this EMT and the optical clarity of the embryo provided the system for a dynamic analysis of the process. For this assay, the three upstream TFs and nine proximal candidate TFs shown by control experiments to be necessary for EMT (alx1, ets1, tbr, twist, snail, tel, erg, tgf, hex, foxn2/3, foxb and foxo) were separately knocked down with morpholino antisense oligos or mRNA encoding dominant-negative protein (supplementary material Table S3) (dri knockdown movies did not meet our minimum criteria to be included in statistical analyses, i.e. in focus for at least 1 hour after EMT of internal control PMCs, and therefore only the basement membrane phenotype of dri is reported here). To optimize the analysis, fertilized eggs were injected with two markers, a membrane green fluorescent protein label (mem-GFP) and a nuclear red fluorescent protein label (H2B-RFP), plus a primordial germ cells. We imaged the embryos using in vivo time-lapse fluorescent microscopy beginning at the first morphological sign of EMT (thickened posterior epithelium) and ending 1 hour after EMT completion (control PMCs freely moving within the blastocoel) for two hours total (Fig. 3B-O; supplementary material Movies 1-14). At least 20 embryos for each knockdown were time-lapse recorded independently and from multiple parental crosses.

Labeled control transplant PMCs completed EMT at the same time as internal control PMCs from the host indicating the microsurgery itself did not delay EMT. TF knockdown PMCs were generally delayed and either did not complete EMT on time, or at all, and we observed several different phenotypes using this assay. Some TF knockdowns seemed to be more ‘active’ and pulled basally away from the epithelium. Other TF knockdowns appeared still or to be passively bumped around as the control PMCs exited the epithelium. We also observed several differences in the cell shape of different knockdowns. In order to evaluate these observed phenotypic differences as quantitatively and as objectively as
possible, we designed separate statistical analyses to classify the phenotypic differences from each knockdown.

**Motility or directional displacement**

We developed a simple statistical image analysis to score motility of knockdowns as a displacement relative to landmark data (Fig. 4). The basement membrane, which demarcates the epithelial-blastocoelear boundary, served as our landmark and was manually segmented for each frame of each time-lapse movie (Fig. 4A,B). An initial concern was that experimental cells carrying TF knockdowns affecting laminin degradation would never cross the basement membrane boundary, regardless of motile ability. However, in the time-lapse assay, control cells outnumbered test cells 3:1 and those controls were able to remodel basement membrane; the time-lapse assay therefore effectively uncoupled motility from basement membrane degradation.

Movies were scored for directional displacement of cells across the landmark to record both the relative movement of cell mass and the relative position of cell nuclei. The data from this analysis showed a strong correlation between cell area distribution and nuclear position across the basement membrane boundary over EMT duration (Fig. 4C). For control cells, the area within the epithelium decreased 25.3% over 2 hours, ending with 32.5% average epithelial cell area after EMT completion. The control cell area remaining in the epithelium represented micromere descendants that were presumptive primordial germ cells, not PMC precursors, and therefore we did not expect the control measurements to reach 0% within the epithelium, regardless of timing. In addition, for...
technical reasons we started the time-lapse recording as soon as we saw vegetal plate thickening, and at that time the movies showed that the control cells had already partially protruded through the basement membrane. Of the 12 TF knockdowns, nine had some directional displacement and finished the time course with fewer nuclei and a reduced cell area within the epithelium within one standard deviation (SD) of pre-EMT controls (Fig. 4D). Three TF knockdowns (foxn2/3, hex and foxo) showed little or no displacement per movie and epithelial cell area averaged greater than 1 SD of pre-EMT controls over the duration of the time course (Fig. 4D). Other TFs may contribute to migratory movement after becoming mesenchymal, but with each knockdown preventing a full mesenchymal phenotype, this could not be assayed. The most conservative conclusion is that each of three TFs is necessary for initial motility required to exit the epithelium during EMT. Foxn2/3, hex and foxo have no regulatory relationships with one another and when mapped as a sub-circuit of the Lv PMC GRN they control motility via parallel inputs (Fig. 7B). These data suggest that components of motility are independently regulated by foxn2/3, hex and foxo.

Cell shape change and polarity change

We determined TFs affecting cell shape change by analyzing shape data for 7783 cells for 328 time-lapse movies using manually segmented individual cell mem-GFP outlines of transplanted PMCs. In order to control for the inclusion of presumptive germline cells from this shape analysis (because those cells do not undergo EMT with PMCs), the segmentation was limited to four of the larger cells with the most basal nuclear position for each movie, and excluded the two smallest cells with the most apical nuclear position. Outlines were elliptical Fourier transformed to the first 20 harmonics and normalized for apical-basal directionality. The subsequent principal component analysis described EMT cell shape phenotypes for the data set; the first three principal components explained 86% of the total shape variation (Fig. 5).

The mean shape within the dataset was slightly elongated with cytoplasmic polarization toward the basal end. Principal Component 1 (PC1) described shape variation along the apical-basal axis and ranged from least circular (circularity measurement of 0.38, elongated with a thin apical tail, –2 SDs from the mean shape) to most circular (circularity measurement of 0.90, +2 SDs from the mean) (Fig. 6A). PC2 described the lateral asymmetry of cells with no significant variation between controls and knockdowns (supplementary material Fig. S1). PC3 described variation between apical-basal polarities, ranging from a short apical tail with cytoplasm polarized basally to cytoplasm polarized apically (supplementary material Fig. S2).

Average PC1 and PC3 scores for control cells reflected the average apical constriction at time zero, i.e. morphological EMT initiation. The controls dramatically changed shape over the time-course, eventually becoming a rounded mesenchymal shape as EMT reached completion (Fig. 6B). Axl1 and snail knockdowns showed apical constriction with a long tail with PC1 scores similar to controls at time zero but, unlike control cells, they remained apically constricted throughout the time-course (Fig. 6A, B). Twist knockdowns showed apical constriction similar to axl1 and snail but with a shorter tail as described by PC3 (Fig. 6B; supplementary material Fig. S2).
De-adhesion

Arguably the best-studied EMT event is de-adhesion from the epithelium. De-adhesion begins with adherens junctions disassembly and continues with cell membrane turnover; the membrane loses cadherins and catenins, and adds mesenchymal adhesion molecules with extracellular matrix affinity (D’Souza-Schorey, 2005; Yap et al., 2007; Thiery et al., 2009). In L. variegatus, alx1, twist and snail constitute a functional sub-circuit in the GRN that controls the repression and endocytosis of cadherin required for de-adhesion (Wu and McClay, 2007; Wu et al., 2008). Our analysis of both snail and twist knockdowns showed a failure of PMCs to complete EMT (Wu and McClay, 2007; Wu et al., 2008), had the same knockdown phenotype as snail and twist, indicating alx1 is also required for de-adhesion. Therefore, alx1, twist and snail display control over adhesive state change and make a distinct sub-circuit of the GRN, a positive-feedback lockdown, that governs the de-adhesion process (Fig. 7E). This sub-circuit is inclusive only and does not exclude other TFs.

DISCUSSION

In these experiments, no single transcription factor controlled all five EMT cell state changes analyzed. Importantly, the three specifiers, alx1, ets1 and tbr, each controls expression of a different subset of the proximal TFs, and perturbation of each of these three specifiers has a different impact on EMT. Furthermore, each of the 13 transcription factors tested contributed to up to three of the cell biological properties scored, but was unnecessary for two or more of the properties. Thus, none of the TFs tested is a candidate for a master regulator of EMT.

In the sea urchin, the 13 EMT TFs studied here belong to eight different TF families (homeobox, TALE homeobox, ETS, t-box, snail, twist, forkhead box and ARID families). Additionally, 12 of the 13 TFs contain the 13 TFs are the sole member of their subfamily represented in the sea urchin genome (only the FoxN subfamily has two members: foxn2/3 studied here and foxn1/4, which has not been studied). To compare this with vertebrates, a total of 30 human orthologs correspond to the 13 TFs studied here. All orthologs but hex (hhex) are found within a subfamily of two or three members. Only eight of the 30 orthologs have been reported to be involved directly in EMT regulation (supplementary material Table S3). The other 22 orthologs are expressed in various cell types that frequently undergo EMT, meaning those 22 are additional candidates for EMT regulation (supplementary material Table S3).

This raises the issue of relatedness between sea urchin and vertebrates, including humans, as to whether the other 22 orthologs have an undiscovered EMT function. Perhaps in many cases, vertebrate genome duplications have resulted in redundancy of EMT
function within subfamilies. For example, our study is the first to link tgf directly to EMT. However, although tgf1 and tgf2 individual null mice are viable (Shen and Walsh, 2005; Powers et al., 2010), the double knockout fails to gastrulate, and even though these embryos properly downregulate E-cadherin, there is no transition to mesoderm (Powers et al., 2010). That phenotype is consistent with an intermediate arrest during EMT, not dissimilar to what we have shown for the sea urchin tgf knockdown.

In sea urchin, many of the TFs involved in EMT are expressed only for a short time window spanning from just before to just after EMT (Levayer and Lecuit, 2008). In sea urchin, and in other systems, the means by which the PMCs (or other cells) break through the basement membrane has long been a focus of curiosity. One hypothesis was that the basement membrane meshwork is loose. Thus, it is quite possible the vertebrate EMT and the co-opted metastatic EMT, use some, if not all the TFs observed in sea urchin embryo EMT. This possibility remains to be tested. In the meantime, as many of the TFs seen in the mammalian system are part of the sea urchin EMT, and that embryonic EMT is easily manipulated by perturbing its transcriptional drivers, the sea urchin will continue to provide an excellent model system for more detailed analysis of the relationship of the cell biology controlled by those TFs.

**Basement membrane remodeling**

The basement membrane is a meshwork of macromolecules, which includes collagen and laminin, that must be penetrated by the nascent mesenchymal cells as they leave the epithelium during EMT (Levayer and Lecuit, 2008). In sea urchin, and in other systems, the means by which the PMCs (or other cells) break through the basement membrane has long been a focus of curiosity. One hypothesis was that the basement membrane meshwork is loose.

Thus, it is quite possible the vertebrate EMT and the co-opted metastatic EMT, use some, if not all the TFs observed in sea urchin embryo EMT. This possibility remains to be tested. In the meantime, as many of the TFs seen in the mammalian system are part of the sea urchin EMT, and that embryonic EMT is easily manipulated by perturbing its transcriptional drivers, the sea urchin will continue to provide an excellent model system for more detailed analysis of the relationship of the cell biology controlled by those TFs.
enough that cells might force their way through mechanically, i.e. non-proteolytic remodeling (Wu and McClay, 2007; Rowe and Weiss, 2008). The more popular alternative model suggests that the basement membrane penetration is assisted by proteases, but there are data to support both models (Rowe and Weiss, 2008).

Many matrix metalloproteases (MMPs) are present in the sea urchin genome and a number are expressed by mesenchyme at, or near the time of, EMT (Angerer et al., 2006). Our data support the hypothesis that PMCs use proteolysis to breach the BM during EMT; morphants for 10 of the 13 TFs assayed successfully made holes in the laminin of the BM before the cells left the epithelium. Had the hole been produced by mechanical leveraging of the PMCs one would have expected to see cells passing through the hole as it formed. In addition, two of the motility-defective knockdowns (foxn2/3 and foxo) made a laminin hole without any potential mechanical force, because foxn2/3 and foxo knockdowns each lacked both apical constriction and motility, and did not move through the laminin hole that had been produced. Although a mechanical component cannot be ruled out entirely as a mechanism of breaching the basement membrane, the contrary evidence is convincing. The control hole has a diameter that exactly encompasses the diameter of the PMCs below it. Piling up of laminin around the circumference of the hole was not seen. Thus, it is likely the direct targets of the tbr, hex and dri are either proteases or activators of proteases.

Tbr, hex and dri have not been previously reported to play a role in basement membrane remodeling. However, several TF knockdowns that successfully degraded laminin in our model system have been shown to promote basement membrane remodeling in other systems. Previous studies have demonstrated that ets1 directly upregulates mmp1 (collagenase 1), mmp3 (stromelysin 1), mmp9 (gelatinase B) and mmp13 (collagenase 3) (Westermark et al., 1997; Bailat et al., 2006; Ghosh et al., 2012). Snail and twist are also associated with upregulated MMPs (Sánchez-Tilló et al., 2012), although this evidence is indirect. It is possible that ets1, snail and twist are not required for laminin degradation, but instead promote proteolysis of other basement membrane macromolecules.

Motility

The motility sub-circuit we record is conservative, reflecting only those TFs crucial for the initial movement required to exit the epithelium and enter the blastocoel. Previous studies show that foxn2/3, hex and foxo are each expressed in different migrating tissue types. Our study confirms previous evidence that foxn2/3 is required for PMC migration in sea urchins (Rho and McClay, 2011). Foxn3 is required for cranial neural crest development, a highly motile cell type that undergoes EMT in *Xenopus laevis*, and is also required for proper craniofacial development in mice, which may also implicate neural crest (Samaan et al., 2010; Schmidt et al., 2011). Hex (also known as hhex) is expressed in migrating hepatic endoderm (Bogue et al., 2000), indirectly promotes migration of thyroid primordium (Parlato et al., 2004) and is also expressed mosaically in migrating anterior visceral endoderm (Srinivas et al., 2004). Foxo family TFs, particularly foxo1 and foxo3a, are well known as regulators of cell cycle arrest and apoptosis (Weidinger et al., 2008), but Foxo4 is also implicated in motility. Foxo4 is required for neural crest migration in *Xenopus laevis* and for in vitro smooth muscle cell migration (Schuff et al., 2010).

Thus, although motility is a less well-studied function for these three TFs, none is a surprising inclusion. Foxn2/3, hex and foxo do not have any regulatory inputs into one another, and therefore the motility sub-circuit functions via parallel inputs.

Apical constriction and AB polarity

The first visible morphological change that indicates an impending EMT is a thickened posterior epithelium caused by the elongation of the PMCs along their apical-basal axis. In control embryos, an apical constriction decreases the apical membrane diameter, creating an elongated cell in which much of the cytoplasm is forced basally. This requires actin-myosin contraction and properly maintained apical-basal polarity (Sawyer et al., 2010).

The shape change quantified in the present study suggested that apical constriction is controlled by a complex forward cascade that feeds into five terminal TFs: tel, hex, foxn2/3, foxb and foxo. Morphants depleted for these TFs and their upstream regulators are not able to make the characteristic long thin apical tail of controls, as shown by the principal component analysis. For each of these TFs, this is the first evidence of their involvement in apical constriction.

Interestingly, in *Drosophila* embryos, it is twist and snail that are thought to be responsible for apical constriction (Lye and Sanson, 2011). This may represent a protostome-specific function, as our present study shows that in the sea urchin (a deuterostome) snail and twist, along with their upstream regulator alx1, are not required for apical constriction. Additionally, we find no evidence in the current literature to suggest alx1, snail or twist regulate apical constriction in vertebrates. In fact, we were unable to find reports of transcription factors that regulate apical constriction in vertebrates. Many effector molecules of apical constriction (shroom, Rho, Rho kinase, myosin light chain kinase, enabled) are functionally conserved from invertebrates to vertebrates (Hagio et al., 2003; Sawyer et al., 2009; Bolinger et al., 2010), and these represent good candidates for future experiments to link the TFs in the apical constriction sub-circuit to downstream effector genes. However, it is not known how each of those effectors of apical constriction is transcriptionally regulated.

The de-adhesion sub-circuit involves snail and twist

Vertebrate development and cancer EMT models focus great attention on de-adhesion from the epithelium. The known drivers of vertebrate de-adhesion comprise seven TFs in three TF families: Snail (Snail1, Snail2 and Snail3), Twist (Twist1 and Twist2) and ZEB (ZEB1 and ZEB2). These TFs are all considered repressors of E-cadherin that promote de-adhesion (Sánchez-Tilló et al., 2012). The sea urchin genome did not go through whole genome duplications experienced by the vertebrate lineage, so each gene is present as a single copy (Sodergren et al., 2006). This makes study of snail and twist easier in our model, because in vertebrates the function(s) of snail (and others) could have been separated so that each snail gene may drive a different property.

Initially, it seemed the inclusion of alx1 in the de-adhesion sub-circuit was a sea urchin-specific function for this TF. In vertebrates, alx1 (also known as cart1) mutations have long been associated with craniofacial defects and neural tube defects without any known involvement in EMT (Zhao et al., 1996; Uz et al., 2010). However, recent vertebrate evidence shows a role for alx1 in EMT; in ovarian cancer cells, alx1 is reported to be upstream of snail-promoting EMT (Yuan et al., 2013). In the sea urchin de-adhesion sub-circuit, alx1 is upstream of both twist and snail, with twist also positively regulating alx1. This constitutes a positive feedback lock down mechanism for the regulation of de-adhesion.

We have previously reported a role for snail in sea urchin EMT (Wu and McClay, 2007). At that time, we observed that snail repressed cadherin transcriptionally. However, cadherin protein was abundant at the time of EMT and was endocytosed quickly and vanished at the end of EMT, presumably as a consequence of
lyosomal breakdown. These data suggested that snail repression of cadherin transcription was only part of the function of snail. Snail transcriptionally represses cadherin in virtually every animal model and cancer line where this was tested (Thiery et al., 2009), and recent evidence supports a role for Snail in the regulation of endocytosis in vertebrates (Kume et al., 2013). The snail-knockdown PMCs become even more elongated than the twist knockdown PMCs, but both knockdowns shared the property of failing to de-adhere. One possible explanation is that twist targets translational repression of cadherin, as it does in other organisms (Vesuna et al., 2008), but does not contribute to adherens junction demolition through endocytosis. It will be important to distinguish between those separate functions in future experiments.

Complexity of EMT regulation

In total, we discovered five PMC GRN sub-circuits that provide a first insight into the solution of the embryo for coordinating different cell state changes into one seemingly fluid morphogenetic movement of EMT (Fig. 7). The data support a model where unique sub-circuits of transcription factors regulate an embryonic EMT; each sub-circuit controls a distinct cell state change of the complex morphogenetic event. The sub-circuits themselves are unique but overlapping, likely indicating that several TFs regulate effector genes essential to multiple cellular behaviors. The overlap of sub-circuits also provides a potential mechanism for coordinated timing and control of EMT. Each sub-circuit was a conservative call based on statistically significant differences from the mean control data, but even if other transcription factors were included in a sub-circuit, there was no case where a transcription factor could be included in all the sub-circuits.

To further test our observations, a cluster analysis of the total data set objectively grouped TFs together by EMT phenotype. That analysis supported individual sub-circuit model calls, and added confidence that the data accurately reflect distinct controls of cell behaviors in EMT. The resulting hierarchical tree (supplementary material Fig. S3) supplements the topological graph of sub-circuits by showing the degree of TF relationships over a continuum of intermediate EMT phenotypes.

Cancer EMT has been studied far more extensively than developmental EMT, yet understanding the developmental mechanism is of crucial importance for cancer studies as evidence overwhelmingly suggests that cancer EMT is an aberrant deployment of the developmental EMT program (Thiery et al., 2009). In the chaotic cancer environment, the most infamous of the so-called EMT master regulators is snail (Wu and Zhou, 2010). Overexpression of snail in a cancer cell line is sufficient to induce EMT (Naber et al., 2013), yet overexpression in the embryo converts only a subpopulation of additional cells to an EMT state and not the entire embryo (Wu and McClay, 2007). These extra mesenchymal cells likely represent the precocious EMT of non-skeletogenic mesenchyme, a cell type already fated to undergo EMT later in development. Therefore, our data combined with previous study provide strong evidence that snail is not a master regulator of developmental EMT.

The complex sub-circuitry of the developmental EMT provides an alternate hypothesis for how overexpression of TFs such as snail and twist can ectopically induce the full EMT program. In the Lv PMC GRN, snail regulates erg and erg regulates hex; overstimulation of this regulatory pathway through snail expression could easily activate four out of the five sub-circuits. Without the context of the GRN and its sub-circuitry, it is easy to see how snail could be misinterpreted as inducing EMT alone.

Knowledge of these distinct sub-circuits underscores the importance of interpreting EMT activity of transcription factors within the context of a regulatory network. The sub-circuits also provide new tools for future detailed analysis of each EMT cell state change and their corresponding terminal effector genes. Thus, the discovery of these sub-circuits redfines the transcriptional control of EMT and highlights the complex, cooperative regulation underlying this morphogenetic movement, which is of significance to development, regenerative medicine and cancer biology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Sexually mature Lytechinus variegatus adult sea urchins were obtained from Reelophia (Key West, FL, USA), Sea Life (Tavernier, FL, USA) or the Duke University Marine Lab (Beaufort, NC, USA). Gametes were collected by coelomic injection of 0.5 M KCl. Embryos were cultured at 23°C in artificial seawater (ASW).

Cloning Lv PMC transcription factors

Primer sets were designed to annotated S. purpuratus coding sequences for cloning the following transcription factors in L. variegatus: LvAlx1, LvDri1, LvErg, LvFoxB1, LvFoxO, LvHex, LvTel and LvTgif, that had not been cloned previously in this species. When the L. variegatus genome assembly became available in 2011, the sequence of all seven cloned transcription factor sequences matched the genome sequences. See supplementary material Table S1 for primer oligo sequences.

Transcription factor knockdowns and fluorescent markers

Two non-overlapping morpholino antisense oligonucleotides (MASOs) targeted to each one of the seven cloned PMC transcription factors were designed and synthesized by Gene Tools. The effective concentrations were determined: 2.0 mM LvDri1, 1.5 mM LvDri2, 0.75 mM LvErg1, 0.5 mM LvErg2, 0.3 mM LvFoxB1, 0.5 mM LvFoxB2, 1.0 mM LvFoxO1, 0.75 mM LvFoxO2, 2.0 mM LvHex1, 1.5 mM LvHex2, 0.75 mM LvTel1, 1.0 mM LvTel2, 0.5 mM LvTgif1 and 1.0 mM LvTgif2. Each pair of morpholino knockdowns to the seven transcription factors had a phenotype uniquely seen for that pair. See supplementary material Table S2 for MASO oligo sequences. The following concentrations were used for previously published Lv PMC transcription factor MASOs used in this study: 1.0 mM LvAlx1 (Ettensonh et al., 2003), 1.0 mM LvSnai2 (Wu and McClay, 2007), 1.5 mM LvTwist (Wu et al., 2008), 0.5 mM LvTbr (Croce et al., 2001) and 0.7 mM LvFoxN2-3 (Rho and McClay, 2011). mRNA for injection was transcribed in vitro using Ambion mMessage mMachine. Concentrations for mRNA injections: 750 ng/µl dominant-negative LvEts1 (DNets1) (Sharma and Ettensohn, 2010), 250 ng/µl Histone2B-GFP (H2B-GFP), 500 ng/µl H2B-RFP, 750 ng/µl membrane-RFP (mem-RFP) and 500 ng/µl mem-GFP.

Injections and microsurgery

Fertilized embryos were triple injected with either mem-GFP and H2B-RFP or mem-RFP and H2B-GFP, and either 0.5 mM of standard control MASO or a knockdown directed towards one of the transcription factors. At 2.5 hpf, micromeres were transplanted; one micromere from an injected donor embryo was inserted onto an uninjected 16-cell host embryo from the same parental cross in the place of one discarded host micromere. Detailed methods of injections and transplants were followed as previously described (Logan et al., 1999; Sherwood and McClay, 1999).

Live image acquisition

At 8.5 hpf, embryos were de-ciliated in 2× hypertonic artificial seawater, mounted in 1× artificial seawater containing 10 µM p-methoxy-phenyl isoxazoline (Semenova et al., 2008) on a slide coated in 2% protamine sulfate and sealed with V.A.L.A.P. Images were acquired using Coolsnap high-resolution CCD camera on either the Zeiss Axiol Observer Z1 with 63×/1.4 Oil Plan-Apochromat DIC objective or the DeltaVision Elite with 40×/0.65-1.35 Oil UAPON40X0I3/340 DIC objective. Images were collected at 60-second intervals beginning at 9.0 hpf and ending at 12.0 hpf or later.
and projected as movies using Metamorph for Zeiss data or SoftWorx for DeltaVision data.

Principal component analysis
Cell membranes were manually segmented using Adobe Photoshop CS5.1 and analyzed using SHAPE ver. 1.3 (Iwata and Ukai, 2002). Outlines were elliptical Fourier transformed to the first 20 harmonics; transforms were normalized along the apical-basal axis of each cell and principal component analysis was performed (Kuhl and Giardina, 1982; Iwata et al., 2004).

Motility analysis
Time-lapse movies were registered and fluorescent cell area was measured using Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). The membrane channel was made binary, nuclei were marked with Find Maxima and each was measured using the Analyze Particles tool. The basement membrane (BM) boundary in the DIC reference was manually segmented. Inside the boundary (the blastocoel) was deleted for corresponding fluorescent images for both channels and were measured using Analyze Particles. Measurements with blastocoel removed were divided by original measurements to find the percentage of GFP cell area and percentage of nuclei within the epithelium.

Immunostaining and fixed imaging
Embryos were fixed at 10 hpf and double immunostained with monoclonal 1D5 antibody (1:1) and polyclonal anti-laminin antibody (1:300) (Abcam, ab11575), and subsequently stained with Hoechst’s (1:1000) (Molecular Probes). Fixative used was 100% methanol. Images were acquired using Zeiss LSM 510 upright confocal with a 40×/1.4 Oil Plan-Apochromat objective. Z-slices were spaced 1.0 μm or 0.5 μm apart spanning the diameter of the embryo.

Image processing and statistical analysis of immunostains
Three-dimensional projections of control embryos were rendered from confocal z-slices spaced 0.5 μm apart using Imaris v.7.1.1 (Bitplane). Two-dimensional projections were rendered in Fiji from z-slice = N/2 + 5 through z-slice = N/2 – 5, where N is the sum of z-slices, for slices spaced 1.0 μm apart for a 10 μm projection through the center of the embryo. Projections were rotated with thickened posterior and/or apical nuclei to bottom center. Images were cropped to bound nuclei and pixel intensity values were measured using Fiji > Analyze > Measure > Raw Int Density as defined by a rectangular section Rectangle = (x, y, width, height), for three rectangular selections with scale set to μm: Left Lateral Rectangl = (0, (height/2 – 5), width/2, 10); Left Lateral Right Rectangle = (width/2, (height/2 – 5), width/2, 10); and Center Vegetal Rectangle = (width/2 – 5, height/2, 10, height/2).

Cluster analysis
Phenotype data were clustered using CLUTO v.2.1.2 (Karypis, 2002) under the parameters [CLMethod=RBR, CRFun=I2, SimFun=CorrCoef, #Clusters: 6]. The similarity function chosen provided the widest variance in resulting clusters. Laminin hole measurements were weighted 0.25 to compare with the parameters [CLMethod=aligned, CRFun=I2, SimFun=CorrCoef, #Clusters: 6]. The similarity function chosen provided the widest variance in resulting clusters. Laminin hole measurements were weighted 0.25 to compare with the parameters [CLMethod=RBR, CRFun=I2, SimFun=CorrCoef, #Clusters: 6].
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